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"

WE DON'T MAKE
WINNERS, WE MAKE
WINNERS BETTER
– Tony Jeary - The RESULTS Guy™
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Why You Will Want Us
on Your Team...
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We enjoy partnering with special high achievers who are hungry
for proven best practices, a competitive edge, and insights that
propel success.
If you are an individual who has a succesful track record and
thrives on winning, we would love to visit further on your current
situation, your vision, and what we might do to bring our team
in alignment with yours to collectively accomplish extraordinary
results.
We know you can do it without us; chances are, you can do it
better with us.
Serving the best,
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Proven Methodology
Don’t you want RESULTS Faster and to
maximize time? Strategic Acceleration, the right
message at the right time

"

If you are not getting the RESULTS you want or should be getting,
then be open to a unique partnership.
– Tony Jeary - The RESULTS Guy™
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21
Powerful Lessons That Impact Results!

We make it easy for you and your team to grow!
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RESULTS Faster!

RESULTS
Faster!

Tony Jeary

TONY
JEARY

The RESULTS Guy™
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Timeline of Helping

Tony began
a lifelong
study of
success
to share.

Gained client
insight, made and
lost millions, ‘Living
in the Black’ and
"Living in the Red."

Helped turn around
Chrysler from the
"Last Hope" to ‘Most
Admired Company in
America’ + front cover
of Forbes.

Started
coaching the
president of the
world's largest
company,
Walmart.

1977

1980s

1991—96

1997
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1979

1982

Took over
family business
and learned the
magic of
“serving people.”

First started
coaching Don
Hall (Grandson
of founder),
Hallmark Cards.

1995
Began coaching the
president of Ford +
$1 million commission
and became High
Performing Team
expert.

Others Win…
Tony's best seller,
Life is a Series of
Presentations, is
published by Simon
& Schuster and
endorsed by
Shark Tank™.

Tony Jeary—
The RESULTS Guy™
is born and Strategic
Acceleration and
RESULTS Faster!™
brands take hold.

2004

2007

1999
The private
Strategic
Acceleration
Studio is built
to support
special meetings.

Tony Jeary and
SUCCESS Academy
partner release the
RESULTS Faster!
course to enhance
client value.

2016

2006

2007—Present

2017

Clients begin
using Strategic
Acceleration—the
TJI foundational
methodology of
clarity, focus and
execution.

Top performers
around the globe
adopt Strategic
Acceleration—
CLARITY, FOCUS,
and EXECUTION.

Tony and Jack
Furst launch
the RESULTS
Center—the
best gets better
for our clients.
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The Experience
Change your thinking, change your results… positively
impacting people's performance and cultures for years. Each
experience is unique and specifically tied to our clients'
objectives.

The Studio
Clients enjoy a unique off-site facility, which houses Tony's
more than twenty-five years of best practices, research, and
published works. In his Strategic Acceleration Studio, Tony
facilitates "three-day" meetings in a single day, often accomplishing in that single day what many say would otherwise
take months.
You leave that day with a plan in hand.

The Results
What matters most is turning visions into reality, especially
in time frames way less than most people can even believe.
You want: The Right RESULTS Faster!
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Give Value,
Do More
Than Is
Expected.
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"

The Enemy
of Mastery is
GREATNESS
– Tony Jeary - The RESULTS Guy™
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Acceleration Impact Curve
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How We Will
Help You...
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Our Offerings
• Results Coaching
• Keynote Experiences
• Strategic Facilitation
• Collaborative Relationships
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RESULTS Coaching

We select a few top performers who really want to take a
strategic approach to operating at mastery.
“It’s lonely at the top,” and that’s why RESULTS Coaching is
a very useful resource for people who carry a heavy weight
of responsibility.
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Our client Hamed Shahbazi is B.C. CEO Founder of TIO Networks.
Four years after we began our coaching relationship—after he had
adopted Clarity, Focus, and Execution into his culture at every
level—he sold his company to Pay Pal for $304 million.
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Personally
Impacting People
On and Off Stage
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Keynote Experiences
Our focus is to strategically drive
the objectives of our clients. They
win, the event is a win, and we
help ensure the entire event supports the goals and vision of the
organization.

"

Tony Jeary...what a DYNAMIC,
motivating, and effective keynote
speaker. From the moment he
walked into the room, we knew
we were in for a treat.
— Amelia Hopfenbeck,
Director of Operations at
Marchon Canada
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Strategic Facilitation

"

If you have the right coach, you can bypass years of
trial and error and quantum leap your results.
– Tony Jeary - The RESULTS Guy™

Tony's Speed-Learning Approach
Facilitation:

Awareness

Processes

"

Skills

Tools

We got more done than we ever have in a single day—even finished early.
– John Wilson, Vertex
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Clients win from the Strategic Acceleration methodology; and
organizations often come to our Studio to help compress
time in launching a new company, product, process, or
direction, and for team synergy and alignment.
You want better RESULTS! In fact, many people call
“The RESULTS Guy™” to impact major results in their world.
Tony brings teams together like no other.
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Collaborative
Relationships
Selected TJI clients have established long-term strategic
relationships with Tony. In these instances, TJI functions as a
strategic partner. (Above: Partner Peter Thomas, co-founder
of Entrepreneurs Organization)
Tony helps clients build value for stakeholders in the
enterprise. As a strategic partner, Tony relentlessly focuses
all of his energy and influence to drive the brand to higher
market share percentages and build equity for stockholders
and partners.
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Ensuring You a
Strong ROI
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25 Years of Proof
Small public company partners with TJI.

Increased
Value

The Valuation: Market capital at the beginning,
$35 million.
The Result: Two years later, after deploying clarity,
focus, and execution, the market capital increased
to $350 million (USAK).

50-year-old privately held network marketing
company hears about TJI.

Best Year

The Valuation: They test a one-day studio session
with their executive. They decide on a
Collaborative Relationship.
The Result: Best year in company history.

Crossed
$1 Billion
Together

A Strong
ROI

The president of a 12-year-old mid-sized public
company hires Tony as his executive coach.
The Revenue: Just below $100 million. A 13-year
relationship with TJI has grown to include
strategy, global keynote speaking and more.

"You will be happy to know that we are about to
break the $500M revenue goal set in your studio.
And we will do it three years earlier than our
2020 goal.
Production before perfection!"
– Todd C. Burns, President
Jones Lang LaSalle
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Your Peers We
Have Helped

"

We take visions to reality in shorter time frames
than many can even believe.
– Tony Jeary - The RESULTS Guy™
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Over 1,000 clients

have been positively impacted
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Tools Matter!
for speed, for consistency,
and for leverage
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Our Tool Chest
1. Published Tools

2. Preparation Tools

3. Assessment Tools

4. Presentation Tools

5. Custom-Developed Tools

6. Logistic Tools
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1. Published Tools
We have two and a half decades of published books to support positive
change for our clients. Subjects deal with change, working as a high
performing team, influencing people to take action, communicating with
impact, and operating as a high performing culture.
In addition to books, we have courses, videos, audio, and our own apps.

Find on our
App for Daily
Impact!

RESULTS Faster! App
Gain access to resources that will help you and
your team acheive RESULTS Faster!
• eBooks
• Articles
• Blogs
• Shop
30

• Share Your Results
• Videos
• Lessons from
the Studio

50

Tony Jeary Authored Books

Inspire Any Audience • Strategies for Business Peak Performance
Meeting Magic • We've Got to Stop Meeting Like This • Ice Breakers
Speaking Spice • A Good Sense Guide to Happiness • Designing Your
Own Life • Success Acceleration • Happy Families • Fun Things to do
as Kids • Presuade Any Audience • Presenting with Style • Building Your
Own Dream Home • Too Many Emails • Winning Seminars • 136 Effective
Presentation Tips • Training Others to Train • Neurolinguistic
Communication P.A. • 10 Essentials to Execution • Complete Guide to
Effective Facilitations • NLP Mastery • One-to-One Presentations
Monday Morning Communications • Speaking from the Top • Nervous
to Natural • Images of Beauty • Presentation Mastery for Realtors
Presenting Learning • Life is a Series of Presentations • Purpose Filled
Presentations • Negotiation Mastery • 180 Rules • Ultimate Health
Leadership 25 • We've Got to Start Meeting and Emailing Like This
Strategic Acceleration • Thinking Pays! • Business Ground Rules
Strategic Parenting • Leverage • Rich Relationships • Thinking
Living in the Black • Advice Matters • Strategic Selling
RESULTS Faster! • Family Wealth
Tony Jeary - The Authority on RESULTS!
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"

Only take advice from
those who have proven
RESULTS and have done
what you want to do
— Jay Rodgers, Co-Author of Advice Matters
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"

The money and time I invested with Tony
Jeary was the best long-term value I
have ever receeived.
- David Lesh, Dale Dental
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2. Preparation Tools
3D Outline BuilderTM Software

You can prepare virtually any presenation in 10 minutes
with our unique software.

Communication Profile

We have 52 pages of customized data to help you
understand yourself and your people.

Marketing Audit

Your brand and your sales will benefit from our Audit
Tool.

3. Assessment Tools
Assessments are simple and effective tools that allow you to gain
clarity of where you are and create a vision for where you want to be.

Leadership 25
Assessment

RESULTS
Faster! Audit

Executive
Assistant 50

Proven characteristics
for top leaders to
benchmark themselves.

Audit yourself on the 21
lessons from RESULTS
Faster! to gain clarity on
where you are and where
you are going.

Clients often see a
25% increase in their
effectiveness by
enhancing their EA's
performance.
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4. Presentation Tools

26 Books on
Presentations
Tony’s 31st Book

Presentation
MasteryTM
Profiler

This is One of the Six Must-Read
Titles Shark Tank's Daymond John
Wants You to Read
These are the must-read titles the celebrity investor
recommends you dig into if you want to be your best
in business and in life.

3D Outline TM
Builder
Software
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5. Custom-Developed Tools

We help clients develop customized tools for their
organizations as well as their customers, for consistency,
clarity and impact.
These tools include:

New York Time's Best Seller:
We helped Dr. Wayne Scott Anderson write his
book Optimal Health and make it #4.

Challenge Coins:
We helped the president of TGI Fridays create a
Challenge Coin, which was used to cascade the
organization's vision consistently to every team
member.
365
Community Union
365
Community Union

Booklets (Passports):
Creating a small booklet (passport) is an
excellent tool to align all stakeholders, which is
what we did for Arizona State University's 365
Community Union initiative.

Imagine the possibilities

Together
Our Potential
is Limitless | Imagine the Possibilities
ASU Passport_vh.indd
1
8/10/17 10:57 AM
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Publishing
• We agent
• We publish
• We PR

We can do it all for you.

Contacts Galore
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6. Logistic Tools
RESULTS1 Van
When you get off your flight,
our RESULTS Vehicles are at
your service.

The RESULTS Center
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Strategic Acceleration
Studio
One-of-a-kind
environment
for powerful
three-day
meetings in
a single day
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Let's Get Connected
You want to go to another level of success? Is your strategy
blurry? Top-performing individuals and organizations partner
with TJI to get extreme CLARITY about where they’re going and
zero in on their FOCUS, which we call High Leverage Activities
(HLAs), so they can EXECUTE with peak performance.
Tony Jeary International has impacted clients in over fifty
countries, in virtually all industries, touching well over 1,000
clients. Tony has personally coached and advised the
presidents of Walmart, SAM's Club, Ford, Shell, Texaco, Samsung, Firestone, TGI Fridays, American Airlines, New York Life—
and the list goes on, even including the Sergeant at Arms of the
US Senate and many clients on the Forbes Richest 400 list.
The bottom line is, we are a powerful boutique agency
supporting and helping smart people win—and winning faster
is a priority in today's culture. TJI's mission: ensuring our clients
get the right RESULTS Faster! Our mantra is "Give Value and Do
More Than Is Expected," and we thrive on impacting our clients,
taking their visions to reality in compressed time frames. Let's
talk about possibilities.

Partner with Us
info@tonyjeary.com • 817.430.9422
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A Little More
About Us

44

In the News
One Amazing Day
Our Unique Clients
Giving Back
Our Happy Clients
Our Resources Are Your Resources
Stay Connected
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In the
News
SUCCESS
Magazine

Tony writes a monthly articles in SUCCESS Magazine
called, "Ask the RESULTS Guy."
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One Amazing Day
The Engagement:
Hewlett Packard engaged us to support the creation of and the utilization of our core methodology Strategic Acceleration for their WorldWide
Sales University. As a result, they further commisioned us with several
special assignments, including one in Las Vegas where we invited several of our top executive clients to share/trade their wisdom.

Tony's Clients that Attended:
• Former Assistant Secretary Treasurer from United States Senate
• President of Schlumberger North America
• President of Firestone North America
• Managing Director of Customer Experience for American Airlines
• President of Disney
• Company Founder Tony Jeary
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The Result:
5 Extraordinary Leaders

1 City

1 Room

Endless Possibilities Created
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"

The day we invested as a staff with
Tony Jeary was one of the best
experiences of my professional life.
What a wealth of knowledge I will
cherish for a lifetime.
– Coach John Simon, ASU
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Our Unique Clientss
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zig Ziglar Corp.
U.S. Senate
Gnome Cones
Arizona State University
Keith Cunningham – "The Real Rich Dad"
Austin Connelly – Golf Pro
Ms. America
Dogtopia Doggy Day Care
NBA
Joel Barker — "The New Business of
Paradigms"
Club Corp.
SUCCESS Magazine
Peter Thomas, Founder of Century 21
Canada and Co-Founder of the
Entrepreneurs Organization

•
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Advisor to
Biz Owners Ed

Strategist for
Gateway Ministry

Supports
Serve Denton

"

I am so thankful for your
willingness to invest in our
students before they graduate.
What a tremendous advantage
these young people now have
because of you.
– David Reid, Executive Director,
Baylor Angel Network
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Giving Back

Invests in the
Baylor Angel Network

Supports
The Village Church
53

Our Happy Clients
Say It Best...

"

Tony helped us get things done in hours, days and weeks that
might have taken months and years with less clarity and focus.
– Dick Metzler, GreatWide

You rock!! Video was awesome—my survey results were tops.
Thank you so much.
– Stuart Johnson, Owner of Success Magazine

Tony helped me personally as well as my organization to clarify
what was important and increase the tempo of my business.
– Mitchell Allen, Entrepreneurs Organization
Tony, great day. Tremendous feedback about your session. Thank
you. You made a big impact. I too look forward toward the
relationship.
– Rich Geraffo, EVP HP
I cannot adequately express our appreciation enough. We really
appreciate you and your partnership!
– Judy Owen, Freeman Tradeshows
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I appreciate the counsel and great example you've been for me
on faith, health and family. I will always remember that . Thanks
so much, Tony.
– Justin Fink, President/CEO, Summit Truck
Excellent investment! Look forward to working with you!
– Keith Cargill, President, Texas Capital Bank

Thank you, Sir. This past Thursday was fantastic and I'm grateful
for our time together. You helped us shape our plan forward and
provided us with the clarity and focus we need. I'm excited about
where we're going and appreciative of your guidance in getting
us there faster.
– Chris Mathew, Inline Group COO
I swear I got more mileage from the money I spent with you than
probably any money I've ever spent. I'm still using the tactics
years later. Thanks again.
– Dave Lesh, Dale Dental
Tony has the unique ability to tailor his presentations, meetings,
seminars, etc. to your specific needs, not what he perceives as
being important to him or his agenda. He presents in a very easy
manner to understand, gets people involved, and at the end of
the session, you are VERY glad you attended. His tag line, Coach
to the World's top CEOs, is apropos. He is truly a Master at his
craft, helping thousands of people over the years, as evidenced
by his extensive list of clientele.
– Alan R. Weiss, Chief Operating Officer, South Central Agencies,
New York Life Insurance Company
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I am still reeling from my first session with Tony Jeary. What an
amazing day it was and what an amazing person he is! I don't think
I have ever met anyone who was so intentional about the way he
lives his life!
– Erin Botsford, Author

Not sure what my expectations were, but I have to say that you
and your team exceeded them in every way, shape and form.
Your fast-paced, free-flowing, yet structured, no-BS approach,
combined with keeping everyone focused on what we were there
to accomplish, provided an excellent springboard for success
going forward.
– Mike, President MSRI

Tony, you are a true Master. We have seen and worked with the
best. You are now a permanent part of our team. Bottom line: We
received extreme value from our first day together—This was the
best investment we have made in years. Thank you for coaching!
– Keith and Sandi Cunningham, The Real "Rich Dad"

Tony was tasked with a very tight guidelines when asked to develop
a day agenda for our engagement of Executive Leadership team.
The result was excellent, engaging and enlightening. His approach
and content was so compelling that even though there was
hesitation to add additional actions to the leadership team's
already full plates, his techniques left us hungry for more and we
took actions ourselves to follow up on many of the things we
learned. I would definitely recommend Tony for any high paced, high
performing executive team. He makes the best team a great team!
– Mike Onystok, Chief Business Developer
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I really appreciate your time and comments and for introducing us
to Buz. Thank you! Once again, you have demonstrated that you
have a truly outstanding Rolodex and you live up to your credo of
action, execution and connecting your network. You always
exceed expectations!
– Roman K, Venture Capitalist
Tony, you are by far the best facilitator I have ever been exposed
to. Best return on investment of time. Bold, Efficient, Exciting!
Strategic Acceleration says it all! Perfect branding of what you do
and what I took away from the meeting. Strategic and Accelerated.
No stones left unturned. Great job, Tony.
– Ray Greer, CEO, BNSF Logistics

Awesome! Team was very excited. Executed to perfection. Thank
you for your leadership and facilitation. Your skill is unmatched.
Worth every penny.
– Landen Fredrick
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Our Resources Are
Your Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Writers
Publishers
Printers
Digital Design Team
Coaches
Videographers
Researchers
Event Planners

Global Best Practices
TJI brings best practices to you from everywhere—fifty
countries and fifty published books in fifteen languages.
We have handpicked team members in the US,
as well as team members who are strategically
located all over the world to help you.

Rony Jerusalmi
Latin America

Ross Lightle
Canada

Izumidda-san
Masanori Japan

Tammy Kling
USA

Lysander Chen
China
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Learn on Your Own Time!
RESULTS Faster! Course
Partnering with SUCCESS Academy, we created one
of the most impactful video coures available today to
impact your success.

FREE Webinar Online:

www.TonyJeary.com/resultsfasterwebinar

Lessons from
the Studio

FREE

Each month, we email you one powerful
90-second message that dramatically
impacts your thinking. We call it
"Lessons from the Studio."
Sign up by visiting our website or
sending us an email. Leverage
Tony's powerful thinking
www.tonyjeary.com
info@tonyjeary.com
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His
Blog
Every month, Tony
writes on his blog
about many of the
concepts he teaches
in the Strategic
Acceleration Studio.
You can now glean
from his many years of
exeperience straight
on his website.
www.TonyJeary.com/
blog
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Tony has authored over four dozen books and coached hundreds
of the world’s top leaders and CEOs. His expertise is applicable to
every business and industry, no matter the location, size or history.
Take a look at his vast resources to gain the clarity, focus and
execution you need to get the results you want…faster!

www.TonyJeary.com/shop
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Stay
Connected

Contact Us
info@tonyjeary.com • 817.430.9422
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